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TENSILE STRUCTURES:

- WORK conducted by traction, relating: shape, tension, assembly process, and

materials, revealing a new challenge in architectural design.

- CHARACTERIZED by space flexibility, transformability, luminosity, reversibility and

low cost.

- REPRESENT light intervention, taking construction as a continuous act of

transformation, not immutability.

- OFFER wide formal and compositional possibilities with the emplacement, either with

standard designs or special projects, allowing infeasible solutions with traditional

materials.

2- General information

USAGE

Tensile structures are used in stable or temporary areas, large or small emplacements,

for sport, entertainment, exhibitions, urban equipment, industry and trade.

FORMAL AND FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS

Tensile Structures offer great formal possibilities and place composition, either with

special or standard designs, allowing unique solutions that can´t be done with other

materials using traditional techniques.

PROJECT DESIGN TEAM
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Sobresaliente designs and manufactures Textil Architecture projects. Our work is developed from a

simple idea to the exact project definition, with all the structural elements, manufacturing and site

installation.

Due to the knowledge acquired over the years, the use of specialized software and the support of different

advisors for each subject, we can offer total or partial services, in our country and abroad.

STAGE 1. - FORMFINDING

We develop primary ideas according to formal, technical and functional requirements. With the most

appropriate solution, we make 3d models and membrane studies based on geometrical and force density

methods.

3-  Working methodology
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STAGE 2. – PRELIMINARY BUDGET

Once we have pre-dimensioned the structure, we count materials (membrane, cables, steel, concrete)

and get a real estimated cost.

STAGE 3. – EXECUTIVE PROJECT

With the client agreement the executive project is done. This includes foundations, structure, cables and

membrane plans. It also includes structural engineering, details, cutting patterns and verification paper

scale models. The executive project is then able to be manufactured anywhere.

3D visualization Membrane tension study Paper scale model

Executive project Engineering detailsCutting patterns
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